
CHAPTER 4 TIME TAKEN TO CARRY OUT OPERATIONS 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

The model which has been developed can be used to examine the management of 
uneven-aged forests at several different levels: 

1: For comparison of uneven-aged management and clearfelling systems. 
2: For comparison of different types of operation under each system, such as 
shortwood extraction versus pole-length extraction. 
3: For comparison of different types of machines which could be used in any one 
operation, such as 10-tonne forwarders versus 7-tonne forwarders, or large skidders 
versus small skidders. 
4: For examination of the importance of the factors which may influence each 
operation, such as yield class, block size, group size, length of transformation, and 
age of the crop at the start of the transformation. 

This hierarchical structure is best demonstrated by the use of a diagram (See Figure 
4.1, below). 

The main part of the chapter concentrates on the most detailed level of the structure 
(level 4 in Figure 4.1) which is the examination of the effect of factors such as group 
size and Yield Class on the operating times of different types of extraction machines. 
Concentrating heavily on felling and extraction times is justified because harvesting 
costs generally account for a very high proportion of total costs. Helliwell (1982) 
estimated that harvesting costs may be as much as 50-90% of total costs. 

Next, the effect of group size, Yield Class etc. on shortwood and pole-length felling 
times is examined. Intermediate tending operations are then considered, followed by 
the replanting operation. 
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4.1.1 PHYSICAL COST UNITS 

The results are presented in terms of Standard Minutes per cubic metre of timber 
harvested, or standard minutes per hectare (in the case of replanting). I have presented 
the results in terms of physical cost units rather than monetary units because physical 
cost units change far less rapidly over time than do wages and prices of machinery. 
With the rapidly escalating capital costs of extraction machinery, for example, any 
results including machine costings would become out-of-date very quickly.However, 
in the following chapter inclusion of monetary units was necessary for the 
comparisons of uneven-aged management and clearfelling in terms of costs, revenues, 
taxes, and planting grants. 

4.1.2 BLOCK OF THE YEAR WORKING 

For the group management option the costs (i.e. times) are shown for each felling 
period, based on the group size and block size chosen by the user. Although the 
results for the group management option are based on the costs of working a single 
block of forest on a five-year cycle, in practice the forest will usually be made up of 
several similar sized blocks. In any one year, all the operations (felling, thinning, 
replanting) will be confined to one of these blocks and the following year a second 
block will be treated. The next year a third block will be treated, and so on. The 
number of blocks is the same as the number of years in the felling period so that after 
five years (if the felling period is five years) it is time to go back to the first block. The 
important point here is that the costs per cubic metre will be the same for each block, 
however many blocks are present, because each block is managed in exactly the same 
way (except for placement of the groups, which is random in all blocks). 

For the clearfelling option, on the other hand, costs (times) are presented as a single 
value of standard minutes per cubic metre. This is based on the assumption that the 
forest is regulated and contains a block in each age class. Therefore, if 50 years is  
chosen as the clearfelling age there will be ten blocks in the forest. The single value for 
costs of extraction is obtained by summing the total cost of the operation being carried 
out on each block (e.g. cost of thinning block age 20 + cost of thinning block age 
25+ .... cost of felling block age 50), and dividing by the total volume removed from 
the forest. 
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4.1.3 STATISTICAL APPROACH 

The mean time for carrying out each operation during each felling period was obtained 
from seven runs of the model. This number of runs was arrived at by trading off the 
costs of generating random arrangements of groups with the benefits of improved 
statistical reliability. The mean, standard deviation, and comparison of means (t-test) 
were all calculated using the Minitab statistical package. For the comparison of means, 
the mean time for each group is compared to the mean time for the largest group. 
(see Appendix D) 

The values presented for the times for working in the transformed forest are simply the 
values from the ninth and seventeenth felling periods (for 40 and 80 year 
transformation periods respectively), because at this stage the forest has been 
transformed and has an uneven-aged structure. On the other hand, the values for the 
times for working during the transformation period were obtained by averaging the 
times for the first eight (or sixteeen) felling periods of the transformation and dividing 
by the total volume of timber removed during the transformation. 

4.2 RESULTS FOR FORWARDER EXTRACTION 

4.2.1 RESULTS FOR 10-TONNE FORWARDERS 

Over the last five years the Forestry Commission has gradually reduced the proportion 
of skidders in its extraction fleet until it is now dominated by forwarders (Forestry 
Commission, 1987). For this reason, it is important to examine the financial penalties 
involved in using forwarders for uneven-aged forests particularly as the Forestry 
Commission is already facing the problem of working in small areas with restructuring 
operations such as those at Gelder Forest. 

4.2.2 BASELINE EXAMPLE 

The baseline example (see Table 4.1) for comparison of forwarder extraction times is a 
16 hectare block of Sitka Spruce, age 20, Yield Class 12, transformed to an 
uneven-aged structure over a 40 year period. Extraction is carried out by a Valmet 
1 O-tonne forwarder. 
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Table 4.1 : Total Extraction Time (S.Mins. per Cubic Metre) for 
the Valmet 10-tonne Forwarder with Yield Class 12 Sitka Spruce 

4.2.3 CHANGES IN EXTRACTION TIME DURING THE TRANSFORMATION 

The extraction time for each felling period varies during the transformation because the 
range of age classes, and therefore the assortment of products, changes through time 
(See 2.4.1). In general, extraction times decrease fairly rapidly over the 
transformation because thinnings and final fellings are taking place in steadily 
increasing age classes and as tree size increases the time per cubic metre needed to 
extract the produce decreases. However, in the later stages of transformation the 
decrease is less dramatic and there may even be a slight increase, because the groups 
that were felled at the beginning of the transfomation will have reached the age of first 
thinning and the small-sized, expensive to extract products appear again. The results 
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for the final felling period (period 9) show the extraction times associated with the 
transformed forest. These are the extraction costs for the uneven-aged forest and will 
be repeated in perpetuity. The costs of extraction from the transformed forest are 
almost always higher than that of the later stages of transformation because the last of 
the original crop trees have been felled in the last period of the transformation (period 
8) and the final fellings now take place in younger age classes. This increase in costs 
associated with the transformed forest is reduced if a longer transformation period is 
adopted because as the rate of increase in tree size slows down the decrease in the cost 
differential. i.e. the difference in extraction costs between 95-year old Sitka spruce and 
80-year old Sitka spruce is less than that between 55-year old Sitka spruce and 40-year 
old Sitka spruce.The pattern of extraction times over the period of transformation are 
shown in Figure 4.2 below. 

Figure 4.2: Trends in Total Extraction Time Throughout the 

Transformation Period 
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4.2.4 THE EFFECT OF GROUP SIZE ON FORWARDER EXTRACTION TIMES 

Forwarder movement time for the group management option is significantly higher 
than that for the clearfelling option. This is largely because the division of the forest 
into small groups means that the forwarder has to make a series of zig-zag movements 
in order to extract the timber from each group. Similarly, movement time per cubic 
metre continues to increase as the group size decreases because on top of the tortuous 
movements needed to visit the groups, each temporary extraction rack is less likely to 
hold a full load of sawlogs or pulpwood and thus the forwarder operator has to make 
up full loads by visiting several racks, which involves more time spent manœuvring 
into and out of racks. The differences in extraction time between clearfelling, and the 
four group sizes from the uneven-aged option are shown below in Figure 4.3. 



During the transformation period, movement time per cubic metre for the groups 
ranges from 1.30 s.min. per cubic metre (1.00 ha. group) to 1.58 s.min. per cubic 
metre (0.062 ha. group) and the corresponding value for clearfelling at, for example, 
age 50 is 0.86 s.min. per cubic metre. In terms of percentages, this is an increase of 
approximately 60% for even a fairly large-scale group management approach (i.e. 
clearfelling vs.1.00 ha. groups) and this rises to approximately 95% for the smallest 
group size considered. For the transformed uneven-aged forest, movement times range 
from 1.26 s.min. per cubic metre (1.00 ha. group) to 1.50 s.min. per cubic metre 
(0.062 ha. group), representing an increase of 46% and 74% respectively, over 
clearfelling. However, consideration of movement times in isolation is fairly 
meaningless because the movement time is actually only a small proportion of the total 
extraction time. When total extraction time is examined, the values during 
transformation are 5.10 s.min. per cubic metre for clearfelling at age 50, and range 
from 5.62 s.min. per cubic metre for the largest group up to 5.90 s.min. per cubic 
metre for the smallest group in the group management situation. Again, expressing 
these results as percentages shows an increase of between 11% and 17% for group 
management compared to clearfelling and once the forest is transformed, the increase 
in costs falls to between 8% and 12% for the range of group sizes shown in the 
baseline example. 

4.2.5 THE EFFECT OF SITE QUALITY ON FORWARDER EXTRACTION 
TIMES 

Results for the same species, age, block size, and transformation period, but for Yield 
Class 20 and Yield Class 8, are presented in Tables 4.2 and 4.3 respectively. 

The difference in extraction time between clearfelling and large-scale group 
management is approximately the same (15%-18%) with all three yield classes. 
However, as site quality decreases (i.e. on lower Yield Class sites) the differential 
between the smallest group and the largest group increases. This can be explained by 
the fact that low Yield Class sites have a lower volume per hectare to harvest and 
therefore, more time is spent moving between racks and between groups, searching 
for timber to make up full loads. 
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Table 4.2 : Total Extraction Time (S. Mins. Per Cubic Metre) for 
the Valmet 10-tonne Forwarder with Yield Class 20 Sitka Spruce 
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Table 4.3 : Total Extraction Time (S. Mins. Per Cubic Metre) for 
the Valmet 10-tonne Forwarder with Yield Class 8 Sitka Spruce 

The information from the previous three tables (Tables 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3) is 
summarised in the graph in figure 4.4 below. 

For the Yield Class 8 example, the average increase in movement time per cubic 
metre (for the whole of the transformation period) increases from 1.35 s.min. per 
cubic metre to 1.73 s.rnin. per cubic metre, when the group size is decreased from 
1.000 ha. to 0.062 ha.. This is an increase of approximately 28% compared to the 
21% increase for Yield Class 12 and the 13% increase for Yield Class 20. Again, 
when total extraction time is considered the differences are far less dramatic, with 
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increases in total extraction time between the largest group and the smallest group of 
6%, 5% and 3% for yield classes 8, 12 and 20 respectively. 

This graph shows that on higher Yield Class sites the increased costs associated with 
decreasing group size are not incurred until the group size becomes very small. 

Figure 4.4: Total Extraction Times for the Valmet 10-tonne 

Forwarder On Three Yield Class Sites 
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4.2.6:THE EFFECT OF ABSOLUTE GROUP SIZE, AS DETERMINED BY THE 
CHOSEN BLOCK SIZE, ON FORWARDER EXTRACTION TIMES 

The results in the previous section show that forwarding time increases as group size 
decreases and this is caused by increases in movement time as the forest block 
becomes more fragmented and extraction routes are more tortuous. However, in some 
cases the absolute size of the group may override the fragmentation effect. This is 
illustrated below in Table 4.4, using a 10 hectare block as the example rather than the 
16 hectare block used in the previous examples. 
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In this example it costs more to extract the second smallest group than the smallest 
group and these results illustrate the importance of efficient rack spacing in forwarder 
extraction. As the groups are square, the length of the edge of the smallest group 
(0.039 ha.) is 19.76 metres, which means it is just possible to extract the whole group 
using a single extraction rack. i.e. rack spacing is close to the 20 metres recommended 
by the Forestry Commission. This also explains the slight decrease in costs for the 
0.156 ha. group compared to the 0.625 ha. group. The smaller group has an edge 
length of 39.53 metres, and rack spacing is again close to 20 metres. Therefore, 
increases in forwarding time caused by reductions in group size can be lessened if rack 
spacing is taken into consideration when group sizes and shapes are chosen. 

4.2.7: THE EFFECT OF THE LENGTH OF THE TRANSFORMATION PERIOD 
ON FORWARDER EXTRACTION TIMES 

As the length of the transformation period is increased, there is a clear trend of 
decreases in terminal time and increases in movement time. In the case of the 
decreases in terminal time, this can be explained by the steadily increasing proportion 
of older, larger trees present on the block during any single felling period. This is 
illustrated by Figure 4.5 showing the distribution of age classes at the end of the 
transformation phase for a 40-year and 80-year transformation period.It takes fewer of 
these older, larger trees to make up a full forwarder load and therefore less time is 
spent within each group in the 'moving to load' part of the forwarding cycle. As this 
element is included in the terminal time, large volume trees have lower terminal times 
in forwarder extraction. 

Conversely, because the total volume removed during any one felling period is slightly 
lower with a longer transformation period (in the case of 40 and 80-year 
transformation periods the longer period involves removal of half the area of final 
fellings in any one felling period) the movement time between groups is higher. The 
total forwarding times, being the sum of terminal and movement times, do not 
therefore show a regular increase or decrease with the length of the transformation 
period. This is illustrated by Figure 4.6 which uses a single group size (O. 11 hectares) 
and three transformation periods, with the other variables held as in the baseline 
example.The values for the individual felling periods for the 40-year and 80-year 
transformations are shown in Tables 4.5 and 4.6 below. 
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A long transformation period increases the cost differential between the smallest group 
and the largest group (See figure 4.6a. In the Yield Class 20 example, the difference 
increases from approximately 3% to approximately 5% and the corresponding values 
for the Yield Class 8 example are 6% to 11%. The comparisons between group size, 
Yield Class, and transformation period are summarised in Figure 4.8. 
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4.2.8: THE EFFECT OF THE AGE OF THE CROP AT THE START OF THE 
TRANSFORMATION PERIOD ON FORWARDER EXTRACTION TIMES 

As expected, the costs during transformation decrease as the age of the crop at the start 
of the transformation period increases (see Tables 4.7 and 4.8). This does not 
necessarily mean that it is preferable to delay the start of transformation, because 
operating costs are only one part of a whole range of information needed to make this 
decision. The costs of managing the transformed block are all exactly the same 
(showing that the model is consistent) because the same age structure and the same 
distribution of age classes is obtained once the forest is transformed, whatever the age 
of the trees at the start of the transformation.Similarly, the percentage difference in 
costs during transformation, between the smallest group and the largest group, is also 
the same regardless of the age of the crop at the start of the transformation period. 
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Table 4.8 : Total Extraction Time (S. Mins. Per Cubic Metre) for the 
Valmet 10-tonne Forwarder with Yield Class 20 Sitka Spruce and a 
Starting age of 40 

4.2.9: RESULTS FOR 7-TONNE FORWARDERS 

The Mini Bruunett 578f forwarder was introduced in the Forestry Commission fleet of 
extraction vehicles in 1979 and became established as the standard equipment for 
extraction of thinnings and clearfellings where pulpwood volumes were high (Muhl 
and Allison, 1982). The maximum sawlog length that can be extracted by this machine 
is 5.5 metres and the recently increasing demand for longer sawlogs has led to gradual 
replacement of the 7-tonne forwarders by 10-tonne forwarders. However, many of the 
7-tonne forwarders are still in use and therefore it is appropriate to consider their 
performance in an uneven-aged system. 
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4.2.10: DISCUSSION 

The Mini-Bruunett is somewhat smaller (shorter and narrower) than the 10-tonne 
forwarders examined in the previous sections, and hence more manœvrable. This is 
reflected in the lower relative increases in movement time for the 7-tonne forwarder, 
compared to the 10-tonne forwarder in the earlier examples, as the group size 
decreases. The mean movement times for the two classes of machine are presented in 
Table 4.9 , with the increases in movement time for the smaller groups expressed as a 
percentage of the movement time for the largest group, and the results are shown 
graphically in Figure 4.9. 





Average movement times for the Mini-Bruunett are higher than those of the Valmet, 
partly because this machine moves more slowly through the forest (-0.033 
S.min./metre versus ~0.014 S.min./metre) and partly because the lower load capacity 
of the 7-tonne forwarder entails a greater number of trips in order to remove the same 
volume of timber. 

Figure 4.10: Total Extraction Times for the Mini Bruunett 'i-tonne 

Forwarder On Three Yield Class Sites 



The performance of the 7-tonne forwarder on the three Yield Class sites is summarized 
in the graph above (See Figure 4.10), which should be compared to the corresponding 
graph (i.e. The same species, starting age for transformation, and transformation 
length) for the 10-tonne forwarder (See Figure 4.4).The difference in forwarder 
extraction time (in absolute and percentage terms) between any scale of group 
management examined and clearfelling, is greater with the Mini-Bruunett compared to 
the Valmet. With the Valmet the percentage increases fall in the range 7-25%, whereas 
those for the Mini-Bruunett range from 10-33%. 

The pattern of forwarding times over a range of transformation periods is similar to 
that of the 10-tonne forwarders in that the movement time increases as the length of the 
transformation period is increased and the terminal time decreases with a longer 
transformation period. To reiterate the previous discussion, the increase in movement 
time is caused by a smaller total volume being removed in any one felling period with 
a longer transformation period, which entails more movement around the block to 
make up full loads from 'thinned' groups rather than 'felled' groups. And, on the 
other hand, terminal times decrease with longer transformation periods because large 
trees make up a greater proportion of the trees on the block during the later felling 
periods of the transformation. The Mini-Bruunett extraction times for the short 
(40-years) and long (80 years) transformation periods are detailed for three Yield Class 
sites in Figure 4.11, which again should be compared to the corresponding figure for 
10-tonne forwarders (Figure 4.7). Finally, these values are summarised in Figure 
4.12, corresponding to Figure 4.8 for the 10-tonne forwarders. 

There is, however, a large difference in the relative costs of operating the two types of 
machines. The hourly machine costs of the 7-tonne forwarders are significantly lower 
than those of the 10-tonne forwarders, mainly because of the huge difference in 
purchase price. In 1982, the approximate capital cost of the 10-tonne forwarders was 
£66,000 and the capital cost of the Mini Bruunett was £48,000. Back in 1980, in a 
Work Study Branch comparison of different types of forwarders, the operating costs 
of the 10-tonne forwarder were calculated at.43.51 p/s.min. and those for the 7-tonne 
forwarder at 27.83 phmin. (Allison, 1980). Therefore, when the extraction time per 
cubic metre is converted to £'s per cubic metre, the costs of using either machine are 
similar. 
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4.3 RESULTS FOR SKIDDER EXTRACTION 

Many of the uneven-aged forests in Britain are extracted using skidders, which is 
understandable because large, high-quality trees are being felled and buyers are likely 
to want to choose their own particular log assortments. Also, farm forests managed on 
an uneven-aged basis are likely to be extracted by skidding, using adaptations of farm 
tractors. Therefore, although the Forestry Commission is replacing its skidder fleet by 
forwarders, skidders play an important part in the small, private forests. 

4.3.1 BASELINE EXAMPLE 

The baseline example (see Table 4.10) for comparison of skidder extraction times is 
again a 16 hectare block of Sitka spruce, age 20, Yield Class 12, transformed over a 
40-year period. Extraction is carried out by a Roadless Logmaster skidder, which is a 
74 bhp skidder fitted with a pair of radio controlled single drum 2-tonne winches. 



4.3.2 CHANGES IN SKIDDER EXTRACTION TIME DURING THE 
TRANSFORMATION PERIOD 

As with forwarder extraction, the extraction time for each felling period varies during 
the transformation period (see Figure 4.13 with Sitka spruce Yield Class 20 as an 
example) because the range of age classes being felled and thinned changes through 
time. 

Figure 4.13: Trends in Total Skidder Extraction Time Throughout the 
Transformation Period 
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Over the first four felling periods there is a rapid decrease in extraction time because 
harvesting is taking place in steadily increasing age classes, i.e. the mean tree size is 
increasing with each felling period. However, during the fifth felling period the groups 
which were felled in the first felling period have now reached the age for first thinning. 
Because the trees in these first thinnings are of low mean volume and therefore 
expensive to extract, total extraction time increases during the fifth felling period. 
Extraction times are then fairly constant during the remainder of the transformation. 
Once the forest is transformed, extraction times for transformed forest are higher than 
those of the later stages of the actual transformation, because all the trees from the 
residual crop have been removed by this stage and it was these older, larger trees that 
were keeping the extraction times down. 

The dramatic decrease in extraction times between the first and fourth felling periods is 
much more marked with skidder extraction compared to forwarder extraction, showing 
that the skidders included in the model are very inefficient in extracting the very small 
timber from the early thinnings, but also illustrating one of the factors influencing the 
choice of an age to begin transformation. This point will be covered in more detail later 
in this chapter. 

4.3.3 THE EFFECT OF GROUP SIZE ON SKIDDER EXTRACTION TIMES 

Extraction times for the clearfelling option are again significantly lower than those of 
any of the scales of group management. However, unlike the results for forwarder 
extraction, both movement and terminal times are higher for group management (see 
Figure 4.14). 
The increased movement time for the group management option can again be explained 
by the more tortuous routes which must be followed in order to visit all the groups. In 
the clearfelling situation the extraction racks can be placed at regular 20-25 metre 
intervals across the block, whereas with group management any groups which are not 
being treated in that felling period (i.e. not thinned or felled) must be effectively 
bypassed during skidding operations, in order to protect the young trees. 
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Although all scales of group management have higher extraction times compared to 
clearfelling the same-sized block, there is not such a clear trend of increasing extraction 
time with decreasing group size as there was for forwarding This is because the results 
for skidder extraction are all heavily influenced by the actual volume removed from a 
group either in a thinning, or during the final felling. This follows from the working 
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method adopted in the model where the final load taken from each group may be 
extracted as a part load. If, therefore, a group contains close to one full load or a 
multiple of a full load, extraction will be relatively efficient. However, in general, 
larger groups will contain greater volume and the number of full loads will be higher. 
There is, therefore, an underlying trend for larger groups to take less time to extract 
than smaller groups. 

When the total number of loads extracted during any one felling period is calculated, it 
appears that when two group sizes have the same number of loads, the smaller group 
size has a lower total extraction time. This occurs because the extraction rack spacing 
for skidder extraction is more efficient with smaller group sizes. With large groups, 
the distances travelled in bypassing untreated groups is greater, leading to higher total 
movement times. This indicates a tendency in the opposite direction to the one noted 
above: increasing extraction time with increasing group size, but this is far less 
significant than the load size effect. 

The terminal times for group management are significantly higher than those for 
clearfelling, because during the first felling periods of the group management option 
timber is being harvested which is very small and very time-consuming to extract. For 
the baseline example, the average terminal time during transformation is 11.04 
S.Mins. per cubic metre for the largest group size, compared to 7.63 S .  Mins. per 
cubic metre for clearfelling which represents an increase of approximately 45%. After 
transformation the average terminal time, in perpetuity, is 9.82 S .  Mins. per cubic 
metre (an increase of ~ 29% over clearfelling). The terminal times after transformation 
are lower because trees are no longer being harvested prematurely as they were during 
the transformation period. 

4.3.4 THE EFFECT OF SITE QUALITY ON SKIDDER EXTRACTION TIMES 

Results for the same species, age, block size (16 ha.), and transformation period, but 
for Yield Class 20 and Yield Class 8, are presented in Tables 4.11 and 4.12 
respectively. 



In contrast to the results for forwarder extraction, the differential in extraction times 
between the smallest group and the largest group does not increase as the Yield Class 
decreases. As the number of groups thinned in any one felling period is far greater 
than the number of groups being harvested, and because thinning volumes are constant 
for much of a transformation period (based on the Forestry Commission Yield 
Tables), the number of loads extracted from the thinnings tends to determine the 
patterns found in Figure 4.15 below. 
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For the Yield Class 8 example, the thinning volume is 28 per hectare for five of the 
felling periods. The thinning load for the Roadless Logmaster is 2 which means 
that the thinning volume for the smallest group is almost one full load(1.61 and 
the extraction time for the smallest group is consequently lower. The opposite situation 
occurs with the Yield Class 20 example where the smallest group contains just over 
two full loads and total extraction time is much higher than that of the other three 
groups. 
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Figure 4.15: Total Extraction Times for the Roadless Logmaster 

Skidder on Three Yield Class Sites 

4.3.5 THE EFFECT OF ABSOLUTE GROUP SIZE, AS DETERMINED BY 
CHOSEN BLOCK SIZE, ON SKIDDER EXTRACTION TIMES 

Results for a 10 hectare block are summarised in Figure 4.16. The pattern for the Yield 
Class 8 and Yield Class 12 examples illustrates very well the wide fluctuations in 
extraction time for the smallest group size. By examining the third felling period of the 
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Yield Class 8 example this can be explained. The thinning volume is again 28 
which means that group size 1 (0.04 ha.) contains only half a skidder load (1.1 
whereas group size 2 (0.07 ha.) contains almost a full skidder load (1.9 This 
does not seem particularly dramatic, but if the total number of groups being thinned is 
considered, it is 140 x group size 1 compared to 90 x group size 2. In effect, it is 
taking almost twice as many loads to extract the same volume of timber from the 
smaller sized group. The fragmentation effect is, therefore, as important as the 
absolute group size, and this also illustrates the need for choosing a group size with 
the load capacity of the machine in mind. For this particular example (Yield Class 8 
Sitka spruce) a group size of ~0.07 ha. (or a multiple of this area) would be most 
efficient. 



4.3.6 THE EFFECT OF THE LENGTH OF THE TRANSFORMATION PERIOD 
ON SKIDDER EXTRACTION TIMES 

Results for skidder extraction using three transformation periods (40-years, 60-years, 
and 80-years) with Yield Class 12 Sitka spruce are shown in Figure 4.17. The most 
striking feature of these results is the decrease in terminal time as the length of the 
transformation period increases. Terminal times decrease by approximately 50% as the 
transformation period is increased from 40-years to 80-years. This is again a reflection 
of the far greater costs of extracting small-sized timber compared to large volume trees. 
As the length of the transformation period increases, the proportion of larger trees 
increases, both during and after transformation (See back to Figure 4.5). 

On the other hand, movement times generally increase as the length of the 
transformation period increases, but they are again influenced by the actual group 
volume (i.e. efficient skidding of groups containing multiples of full loads), 
accounting for the decrease in movement time for the 60-year transformation period, 
after transformation (See Figure 4.17). The decrease in terminal time described above 
dominates the results to such an extent that, unlike the forwarding results, there is an 
overall decrease in total extraction time as the length of the transformation period 
increases. The difference in total extraction time between the 40-year transformation 
period and the 80-year transformation period is approximately 20%. 

Values for all three Yield Classes and the long and short transformation periods are 
shown in Figure 4.18. The relative differences in extraction time between the four 
group sizes during transformation are similar for both the 40-year and 80-year 
transformation periods. As the terminal times for each group size are the same, any 
differences in total extraction time between group sizes is accounted for by changes in 
movement time. Changes in movement time are expected because as the length of the 
transformation period doubles, the number of groups felled (final fellings) is halved 
during each felling period. These groups are therefore thinned instead of being 
harvested. As the difference in number of loads extracted, and hence movement time 
for each group size is already largely determined by the thinning volume removed from 
each group, substituting 'thinning' groups for 'felling' groups has little impact on the 
extraction time differences between groups. 
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4.3.7 THE EFFECT OF THE AGE OF THE CROP AT THE START OF THE 
TRANSFORMATION PERIOD ON SKIDDER EXTRACTION TIMES 

The results for the 16 hectare block and a 40-year transformation, with transformation 
starting at age 20, 30, and 40, are presented in Figure 4.19. Starting the 
transformation late does not affect the relative differences in extraction time between 
the group sizes ( i.e. the ranking is unchanged) because the total volume removed from 
each group during any one felling period, is not altered very much. However, overall 
extraction times decrease markedly with each ten-year delay in the start of the 
transformation. This occurs because the mean tree volume is very low in the first 
stages of the transformation, if the transformation is started early. The difference is 
greatest on the lowest Yield Class site, where the trees have not even reached the age 
of first thinning when transformation is started at age 20. 

4.3.8 THE EFFECT OF USING A LARGER CAPACITY SKIDDER 

Any pattern in differences in extraction time between the four group sizes is even less 
clear with the Falstone skidder (See Figure 4.20). However, the largest group size 
never has the lowest extraction time. This is a departure from the pattern found up to 
this point, where the largest group size has always had the lowest extraction time. This 
is a good example of the problems of inefficient rack spacing, because the distances 
travelled in bypassing untreated groups make the largest group size a worse option 
thananyof the smaller groups. 

The actual volume removed from any one group is again an important factor and again 
tends to penalize the smaller groups, because they are unlikely to contain full loads 
(particularly during thinning operations) for the larger capacity skidder. These two 
factors are counteracting each other and, consequently, the two middle-sized groups 
have lower total extraction times than the smallest and largest group. 
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4.4 RESULTS FOR SHORTWOOD AND POLE-LENGTH FELLING 
AND THINNING 

The results and comparisons presented in this section are based on pole-length felling 
of Sitka spruce. The relative increases in time for uneven-aged versus even-aged 
management and for the different group sizes would be the same for shortwood 
felling. The absolute values would, however, be greater because the shortwood felling 
operation includes time for cutting up the tree in the wood, whereas the pole-length 
felling operation would be followed by a crosscutting operation. 

4.4.1 BASELINE EXAMPLE 

The baseline example (see Table 4.13) for comparison of felling/thinning times is 
again a 16 hectare block of Sitka spruce, age 20, Yield Class 12, transformed to an 
uneven-aged structure over a 40-year period. 



4.4.2 CHANGES IN FELLING AND THINNING TIME DURING THE 
TRANSFORMATION PERIOD 

Mean felling and thinning times during (first eight felling periods) and after (ninth 
felling period) transformation are shown, for the four group sizes, in Figure 4.21. The 
values used in this figure are from the Yield Class 20 example, because the felling time 
for the first felling period of the Yield Class 12 example is so high that the differences 
in felling/thinning time for the later felling periods are difficult to discern. 

Figure 4.21 Trends in Felling and Thinning Time Throughout the 
Transformation Period 
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As with skidder extraction, the decrease in felling time over the first four periods is 
very dramatic. Small-size timber is again proving very costly to harvest. In the fifth 
felling period the felling time increases because the groups of trees planted during the 
f i s t  felling period have reached the age of first thinning. During the rest of the 
transformation period the times decrease slightly as the residual trees from the original 
crop gradually increase in size, but felling times increase significantly once the forest is 
transformed, because the residual trees from the original crop have now been felled. 

4.4.3 THE EFFECT OF GROUP SIZE ON FELLING AND THINNING TIMES 

The felling and thinning times for all group sizes are significantly greater than those for 
clearfelling. During the transformation period the felling/thinning times for group 
management are approximately 40% greater than those for clearfelling. This can 
mostly be explained by the mean volume of the trees being harvested under each 
system, because the uneven-aged system requires harvesting of groups of trees at age 

20,25,30 etc., when felling times per cubic metre are very high. After transformation 
this increase falls to approximately 30%. Most of this increase (-22%) is again 
attributable to the assortment of mean tree volumes being harvested from each system 
and the remaining 8% comes from increases in movement time, extra snedding and 
brashing time, and increases to allow for extra care during directional felling. Figure 
4.22 illustrates how felling time per cubic metre decreases dramatically as the mean 
tree volume increases. The data for this figure come from the Forestry Commission 
Standard Time Table for clear felling of Norway spruce (XVIII). 
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Choosing a transformation period of 40-years determines the rotation age of the trees 
in the transformed forest and thus the trees in the transformed forest are felled at age 
40. The mean volume of the trees at this age (for the Yield Class 12 example) and at 
age 50 (the age selected for the clearfelling example) are also shown in Figure 4.22. 

The increase in felling and thinning times as the group size decreases ranges from 
approximately one to five percent as the group size is decreased from 1.000 hectares to 
0.062 hectares. The whole of this increase is accounted for by increases in movement 
time, snedding and brashing time, and time for increased care during directional 
felling, showing that these factors actually have little impact on increased 
felling/thinning costs for the uneven-aged forest. 

4.4.4 THE EFFECT OF SITE QUALITY ON FELLING AND THINNING TIMES 

Results for the same species, age, block size and transformation period but for Yield 
Class 20 and Yield Class 8 are presented in Tables 4.14 and 4.15 respectively. 
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The difference in felling and thinning times between the smallest group and the largest 
group is slightly higher on the higher Yield Class sites (-5% compared to ~2.5%), 
because the mean tree volumes are greater and the increased time needed for extra care 
during directional felling is applied earlier on these sites. On the other hand the 
increase in felling and thinning times between uneven-aged and even-aged 
management is greater on the lowest Yield Class sites. The mean tree volumes for the 
lowest Yield Class site lie in the steepest part of the graph shown in figure 4.22, which 
means that small differences in mean tree volume have a large impact on felling times. 
The mean tree volume of the trees being harvested on the Yield Class 8 site are shown 
for age 40 and age 50 in Figure 4.23, which uses the same data as Figure 4.22. The 
felling/thinning times for the four group sizes and clearfelling, on three Yield Class 
sites are summarized in Figure 4.24. 
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4.4.5 THE EFFECT OF ABSOLUTE GROUP SIZE, AS DETERMINED BY THE 
CHOSEN BLOCK SIZE, ON FELLING AND THINNING TIMES 

The values for Sitka spruce, Yield Class 12, using a 10 hectare block rather than a 16 
hectare block, are shown in Table 4.16 below. 

In the early part of the transformation period the groups derived from the smaller block 
size all have lower felling and thinning times than those derived from the 16 hectare 
block, because the movement times between the groups are less when the block is 
more compact. As the transformation progresses the felling/thinning times increase 
more rapidly with the smaller block size because the smaller groups require more care 
during felling. Also, the proportion of edge trees is greater and extra time for snedding 
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of coarse branches makes up a larger proportion of felling/thinning time. However, the 
largest group (0.625 ha.) from the 10 hectare block has consistently lower 
felling/thinning times, because the group size is large enough not to require particular 
care during felling and the reduction in movement time (for the more compact block) 
offsets increase in snedding time (for the extra edge trees). By the end of the 
transformation period the gap between the smallest group and largest group has 
widened to ~6%, compared to the 5% diference for the largest and smallest groups in 
the 16 hectare block. 

4.4.6 THE EFFECT OF THE LENGTH OF THE TRANSFORMATION PERIOD 
ON FELLING AND THINNING TIMES 

Felling and thinning times decrease significantly as the length of the transformation 
period increases which is again a reflection of the mean volume of the trees being 
harvested during any one felling period. For the 80-year transformation period the 
felling/thinning times per cubic metre in the transformed forest actually fall below 
those for clearfelling at age 50 or age 55. The values during and after transformation 
for' three transformation periods (40-years, 60-years, and 80-years) are shown in 
Figure 4.25. 



The difference in felling times between the largest and smallest groups is slightly 
higher than the baseline example (-5.5% during transformation and ~7% after 
transformation) because the increased time allowed for extra care during felling applies 
over a larger proportion of the transformation period and the size of the trees being 
felled means that the maximum 10% increase is applied over a large part of the 
transformation for the smallest group size. 

If the transformation period was increased beyond 80 years the felling/thinning times 
for any one group size would more or less level off in a similar pattern to the graph in 
Figure 4.22, but the difference in times between the largest and smallest groups would 
continue to widen slightly. 

The values for the short (40-years) and long (80-years) transformation periods with 
the higher and lower Yield Class sites are summarized in Figure 4.26. 

4.4.7 THE EFFECT OF THE AGE OF THE CROP AT THE START OF THE 
TRANSFORMATION PERIOD ON FELLING AND THINNING TIMES 

As might be predicted from the results in the previous sections, delaying the start of 
the transformation has a significant effect on average felling/thinning times during the 
transformation period. It is also worth noting again at this point that the average 
felling/thinning times, once the transformation is complete, are the same regardless of 
the age of the crop at the start of the transformation, because the age structure of the 
transformed forest is determined by the length of the transformation period. in Figure 
4.27 below, the mean values during and after transformation for the baseline example 
are compared with the same species, Yield Class, etc. but starting transformation at 
age 30 and age 40. 
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4.5 RESULTS FOR BRASHING 

When the extra brashing time for edge trees is incorporated into the total 
felling/thinning times for each felling period, it has little effect on the overall results, 
during or after transformation (see Figure 4.28). 
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For the Yield Class 12 baseline example, with no brashing, the difference in felling/ 
thinning time between the smallest and largest group was 2.0 S.Mins per cubic metre 
during the transformation and 2.6 S.Mins. per cubic metre after transformation. If a 
brashing operation is carried out, the gap between the smallest and largest group 
changes to 2.8 S. Mins. during the transformation and 3.2 S. Mins. per cubic metre 
after transformation. 

4.6 RESULTS FOR PRUNING 

Figure 4.29 shows the times for the pruning operation, for a selection of pruning 
intensities and branching characteristics, using the baseline example (Sitka Spruce, 
Yield Class 12, 16 hectare block, 40-year transformation). 

The pruning subroutine is the most interactive, because it is very difficult to make 
generalizations about the number and thickness of branches at any particular stage of 
the trees life. 

4.7 RESULTS FOR REPLANTING 

4.7.1 INTRODUCTION 

The times for the replanting operation are not dependent on the age or size of the trees 
present on the block and are therefore expressed in terms of Standard Minutes per 
hectare rather than Standard Minutes per cubic metre. Also, unlike the results up to this 
point, planting times show only a group size effect and not a felling period effect (i.e. 
mean planting times during and after transformation are the same). Using this same 
line of reasoning, mean planting times are also unaffected by the site quality (in terms 
of Yield Class) and the age of the crop at the start of the transformation period. 

The only two variables I have examined which do affect average planting times are the 
block size (because movement times are altered) and the length of the transformation 
period (because the area being planted during any one felling period decreases as the 
length of the transformation period increases). 
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4.7.2 BASELINE EXAMPLE 

The baseline example is again a 16 hectare block containing Yield Class 12 Sitka 
spruce with a transformation period of 40-years, starting when the trees are aged 20. 

4.7.3 THE EFFECT OF GROUP SIZE ON REPLANTING TIMES 

The main factors leading to increased planting times for the group management system 
compared to clearfelling are increased time for the workers to locate the planting sites, 
increased movement time between planting sites, increased time needed for setting up 
extra plant dumps and increased time needed for extra use of sighting sticks. The 
results for the baseline example are shown in Table 4.17. 

Table 4.17: Replanting Times (Standard Minutes per Hectare) for 

Sitka Spruce, Yield Class 12, 16 ha. Block, 40-yr Transformation 

The planting time per hectare for the largest group size in the group management 
option is approximately 8% greater than that for the clearfelling option. However, this 
overestimates slightly the difference in planting times between the two systems 
because an allowance for setting up plant dumps is an integral part of the planting time 
per tree in the Standard Time Tables for replanting clearfelled sites (i.e. the time 
allowance for setting up plant dumps is inflated in the group management option). 

The planting time per hectare increases by approximately 14% as the group size 
decreases from 1.000ha. to 0.062 ha. because, as the group size decreases, the 
planting sites are more difficult to locate, movement between planting sites becomes 
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more complicated, more plant dumps must be set up, and the number of sighting sticks 
used increases. It might be argued that the use of sighting sticks in very small groups 
is unnecessary, because the planting lines are so short and the trees in the surrounding 
groups could be used to help with alignment of the lines. If the use of planting sticks is 
taken out of the model for the smallest group size, the increased planting time between 
the smallest and largest group falls to approximately 11% (compared to the 14% 
above). 

The walking time element in the planting subroutine is represented by a single value (in 
standard minutes per metre) obtained by stopwatch timing of walking over a measured 
course. This is, however, a very variable element and it was therefore subjected to a 
sensitivity analysis. When walking speed was increased or decreased by 25%, the 
difference in planting time between the smallest and largest groups was changed by 
only 0.5%, showing that walking speed per se has little influence on total planting 
times. 

4.7.4 THE EFFECT OF THE ABSOLUTE GROUP SIZE, AS DETERMINED BY 
THE CHOSEN BLOCK SIZE, ON REPLANTING TIMES 

The effect of absolute group size on planting times was investigated by reducing the 
block size from 16 hectares to 10 hectares, and generating group sizes of 0.625 ha. 
down to 0.039 ha. The results are shown in Table 4.18. 

Table 4.18: Replanting Times (Standard Minutes per Hectare) for 

Sitka Spruce, Yield Class 12, 10 ha. Block, 40-yr Transformation 



The planting time per hectare for the largest group is more or less the same for the 10 
hectare block and the 16 hectare block, but the time difference between the smallest 
group and the largest group is greater. This is because some of the activities in the 
replanting operation, such as the use of sighting sticks and setting up of plant dumps, 
are more dependent on the number of groups being replanted than on the absolute size 
of the group, and as the size of the block decreases, these activities make up a greater 
proportion of the total replanting time. The fragmentation effect (i.e. the increase in 
the time taken to carry out an operation which is dependent on the total number of 
groups rather than the group size) explains why the planting times, for a given group 
size, are not the same if the groups are set in different forest block sizes (see figure 
4.30). 

4.7.5 THE EFFECT OF THE LENGTH OF THE TRANSFORMATION PERIOD 
ON REPLANTING TIMES 

Replanting times for the 16 hectare block, but with an 80-year transformation period, 
are shown in Table 4.19. 

The difference in replanting times between the smallest and largest group 
(approximately 17%) is similar to that for the 10 hectare block shown above, but the 
difference comes from a decrease in replanting time for the largest group rather 
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than an increase in replanting time for the smallest group. The replanting time for the 
largest group with the 80-year transformation period is significantly lower than that for 
the 40-year transformation because there is only one group planted during any one 
felling period and so there are no major moves between planting sites. Also, as the 
number of groups planted during any one felling period is halved, the time spent 
looking for, and moving between groups tends to be subject to more variation.The 
three tables of replanting times are summarized in Figure 4.30 below. 
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